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   Due to the unique acquisition stages that they traverse, heritage speakers (HSs) of Spanish 
living in the US are known to demonstrate certain linguistic characteristics not observed among 
monolingual native speakers (MSs) or L2 learners (L2Ls) of Spanish (Montrul 2008). One 
property in which HSs may diverge from MSs or L2Ls involves subject placement for which 
learners must acquire knowledge on how syntax interfaces with other modules of grammar. 
   In Spanish, unlike in English, both SV and VS orders are commonly used in intransitive 
sentences. Verb class (unaccusative/unergative) and focus structure (SENTENCE FOCUS (SF)/ 
PREDICATE FOCUS (PF)/ARGUMENT FOCUS (AF)) have been identified to be the two major factors 
contributing to subject placement.  For instance, while the canonical word order for unergative 
sentences with SF is said to be SV, as in Alguien gritó en el cine ‘Someone shouted in the theater’, 
for unaccusative sentences it is VS, as in (Por aquí) apareció un fantasma ‘(Around here) there 
appeared a ghost’. It is commonly claimed that these unaccusative sentences present a new subject 
referent into the discourse, and they are generally accompanied by a STAGE TOPIC (Erteschik-Shir 
1997), a pragmatically presupposed (=topical) spatio-temporal element occupying the [Spec, TP]. 
A stage topic may also be implicit, in which case, a null PP is posited there, and its interpretation 
is recovered from previous discourse. 
   Previous studies on subject placement note HSs’ frequent use of the deviant SV order in 
unaccusative sentences. However, with respect to the extent of its use, they give conflicting results 
and conclusions. On the one hand, Zapata et al. (2005) report that HSs did not significantly 
distinguish two subclasses of intransitive verbs in a word-order judgement test, preferring SV for 
both. This led the authors to conclude that the VS order is being replaced by its SV counterpart. 
On the other hand, Silva-Corvalán (1994), working with spontaneous spoken data, argues that the 
VS~SV variation observed among HSs is quite strong, casting doubt on the notion that the VS 
order will ever be completely replaced by its SV counterpart. Moreover, neither study included 
data from MSs to demonstrate how HSs may diverge from MSs with respect to subject placement.   
   In this paper, we revisit the topic at issue. However, for that purpose, we expanded the scope 
of data by conducting both judgment and production experiments as well as including data from 
MSs and L2Ls of Spanish for comparison. Specifically, we respond to the following questions:  

1. How consistently do HSs recognize the felicitous VS order in unaccusative sentences?  
2. Do HSs produce the felicitous VS order in unaccusative sentences when constructing a 

narrative?  What factors significantly contribute to its production? 
3. How do HSs differ from (or resemble) MSs and L2Ls in interfacing syntax with verb 

semantics and focus structure? 
   Our participants consisted of 61HSs, enrolled in a Spanish writing course in an American 
university, 34 L2Ls of Spanish, enrolled in various upper-division Spanish courses in the same 
university, and 30 adult MSs from Spain (17) and Mexico (13). HSs and L2Ls took a proficiency 
test (a modified DELE) and completed a questionnaire about their linguistic history. 
   All three groups of participants completed the same two tasks online. In Task 1, participants 
were instructed to select among 3 word-order choices – SV, VS, SV/VS (both are fine) – for 18 
sentences with different verb classes: 6 unergatives, 6 unaccusatives, 3 transitives, and 3 se 
passives. These sentences came embedded in discourse fragments extracted from naturally-
occurring written corpus data in order to provide the target sentences with unambiguous discourse-
pragmatic contexts. All unaccusative and se passive sentences used occur in SF contexts requiring 
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VS; all others occur in contexts requiring SV. In Task 2, participants were instructed to write a 50-
word essay on a recent World/US event; they were given a list of 10 unaccusative verbs and asked 
to use at least 5 of them.  
   Inferential statistical analyses were conducted via three multinominal logistic regression 
models in R (R Core Team 2009); Conditional Inference Trees (CIT) were grown to ease 
interpretation and better observe interactions among the predictors. The dependent variables and  
predictors for each task are as follows:   
Task 1  Dependent variables: SV, VS, and SV/VS (both are fine) 
    Predictors:  VERB CLASS (UNACCUSATIVE, SE PASSIVE, UNERGATIVE, TRANSITIVE) 
                                         PROFICIENCY (CONTINUOUS, 25~50) 
Task 2  (Data set: All unaccusative & se passive sentences extracted from essays) 
    Dependent variables: SV and VS 
    Predictors: FOCUS TYPE (SF, PF), STAGE TOPIC (Y, N), BARE NOUN (Y, N),    
                                SUBJECT LENGTH (CONTINUOUS, 1~n ), PROFICIENCY (CONTINUOUS, 25~50)                
   The results from the CIT for Task 1 show that the HSs significantly distinguished theme-
subject (unaccusatives/se passives) and agent-subject verbs (unergatives/transitives), favoring VS 
for the former and SV for the latter (p<.001), indicating HSs’ sensitivities to verb semantics when 
dealing with subject placement. Nonetheless, for both unergatives and unaccusative, HSs showed 
a significant degree of indeterminacy when compared to se passives (p<.05) and transitives 
(p<.001), respectively, by selecting SV/VS. Both MSs and L2Ls also significantly distinguished 
the theme-subject and agent-subject verbs (p<0.001); however, the country of origin for the former 
and proficiency for the latter had a further significant effect on the choice.   
   The results from the logistic regression for Task 2 show that sentence focus (SF) contexts 
favored VS over SV placement (LODs = 3.096, p < 0), indicating HSs’ strong awareness of the 
correlation between subject placement and focus structure in unaccusative sentences. Moreover, 
in SF contexts, an explicit STAGE TOPIC favored VS over SV placement (LODs=1.52, p < 0). The 
CIT indicates that long subjects (x>4) also favored VS placement (p=.004). Nonetheless, HSs are 
still using both VS and SV at a 55-45% ratio where VS is the norm, indicating variation. In contrast, 
MSs categorically chose VS in SF and SV in PF contexts, conforming to the norm. L2Ls merely 
produced 9 tokens of the VS order in 64 tokens of unaccusative sentences with SF.     
   To conclude, the results of our study indicate that adult HSs are generally aware of the 
correlation between subject placement and verb semantics in intransitive sentences.  They also 
show significant sensitivities to the correlation between subject placement and focus structure, 
indicating a great advantage over L2Ls. However, HSs are successful in producing the VS order 
as long as there is an element in the sentence “triggering” the VS order such as an explicit stage 
topic or a heavy subject DP. Their performance becomes more variable when there is no such “cue” 
and they need to integrate into syntax information pertaining to discourse-pragmatics like the 
interpretation of an implicit topic and the discourse referent status of the subject DP. These are the 
areas in which HSs critically diverge from MSs, as predicted by the Interface Hypothesis (cf. 
Sorace 2011; inter alia) in a broad sense.         
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